GUILTY PLEASURES

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

PENTHOUSE SHOTS

STRAWBERRIES &
CHAMPAGNE
TREASURE TROVE

We can’t guarantee Penthouse Shots will turn you into a
sex pro, but with Pleasure Shots, Per4mance Shots and
Energy Shots to choose from, you’ll definitely be headed in
the right direction. Each two-ounce shot has vitamins and
nutrients to give you an added boost of erotic power. The
fruit flavors make them go down easy, but the energyenhancing nutrients will help keep you up all night! (This
statement has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.)

Valentine’s Day is the most romantic day of
the year, but Valentine’s night is even more
important. One way to make sure you and
your partner cap off the day of love in the
most erotic way possible is to bring the
Strawberries & Champagne Treasure Trove
into the bedroom. The combination of sensual love oil, honey dust and a stimulating
pleasure balm is sure to heighten your
arousal. If it’s romance that you want, this
Treasure Trove is a wealth of inspiration.

DON WANDS
VIBRATING GLASS

A leader in glass dildos, Don Wands has
added a series of glass vibrators to their
collection, and we couldn’t be happier.
The powerful glass vibes, which are sturdy
and dishwasher safe, come in smooth or
nubbed varieties for the ultimate in pleasure. Since glass is non-porous, these vibes
are safe to use with lube, and each one
comes with a sample packet of silicone
lube as well as two AA batteries to juice
up your love life.
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BO VIBRATING COCKRING

Most cockrings are little more than cheap throwaways or novelty toys with removable
bullets, but the Bo brings some class to the cockring category. Lelo’s Bo is a rechargeable
ring made of high-quality silicone that’s not only easy to clean but will last long after
those battery-powered rings bite the dust. It charges quickly through a wall outlet and
then offers up strong vibrations that will send you and your partner on your way to an
explosive orgasm in no time. This is the gold standard of cockrings and a must-have item
for any sexually adventurous couple.

TWILITE WAND

The Twilite Wand is not only perfect for sexual stimulation, it doubles as a three-speed personal
massager. The small vibe is more
powerful than it looks, and its
ergonomic shape makes it easy to
grip as you drag it up and down
your body to ease the tension.
Whether you want to soothe the
muscles in your neck, back or, yes,
your pussy, this delightful waterproof massager will help you work
out all the kinks!

Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code FEBFOR
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